


MENU UPDATES ON DEMAND

MULTI-LOCATIONS

Update your menu information and pricing anytime and 
wherever you are on any web browser-enabled device.

Whether you have multiple businesses, you can have 
complete control over the palm of your hand from an 
online platform and get individual reports from each 
location.

What makes our 

 from others?
software different

CUSTOMER CARE ASSISTANCE
We offer a 24/7 bilingual team available to provide 
technical support whenever it's needed.

EASY TO TAKE ORDERS
Forget about handwritten orders. 

Give your customers quick attention, saving 
time and money.

MAINTAIN THE QUALITY OF YOUR 
DISHES WITH EASE
Show pictures of your products on the menu 

to make them more attractive.

Contactless ordering qr technology

Contactless order and pays QR code provides effortless 
table and guest management while connecting and 	
improving kitchen production and payment processing. 

NUTRITIONAL INFORMATION
With available calories and recipe details 
displayed on your menu.

pIZZA BUILDER
The best POS system for pizza shops, built to offer 
ingredient-level business insights and streamline 
your operations on every order.

FLOOR PLAN
Easily create custom floor plans to match the 
exact layout of your restaurant.



Improve
Business

Operations



Support Restaurants

Support Bars & Pubs

Support Fast Casual/ OSR

Support Table Service

Multi Store Processing Reports

Customizable Receipts 

Email Receipts

Supports Up To 20 Kitchen Printers

Inventory Countdown Management

Supports Complex Modifiers

Transfer Open Tickets

Fast Barcode & QR Lookup

Integrated Delivery Maps

Employee Management, Scheduling

and Time Cards,

And Much More.

Pizza Builder

Kitchen Display KDS

Support Food Trucks

Customizable Security Levels

Advanced Item Pricing

Discounts & Surcharge

Split And Combine Tickets

Reservation & Wait List Support

Customer History Tracking

Hold and Send Items to the Kitchen

Seamlessly Integrated Payment

Smart Printer & Cash Drawer Setup

POS
Software
Features



We make businessmanagement 
easier for you

Store all your information in the

cloud of our system, which helps

you avoid losing important

data.

CLOUD BASED SYSTEM

The ideal software is integrated into resistant 
and durable hardware for all businesses, 
whether large or small. 

AB POS software is a perfect system that

meets all or your business needs.

EASY TO TAKE ORDERS

Reduce errors by using quick voids

cent automatically to the Kitchen

and pair the POS with AB POS software.

Customer Display to prevent patror

order errors.

REDUCE ORDERING ERRORS

Have a full restaurant service and take

online orders effortlessly, making your

business stand out from the market.

INTEGRATION 

WITH AB GO



In-house development allows our system 

to adapt its features to new necessities 
presented by customers constantly.

This feature lets business generate a more 
engaging experience between employees 
and customers.

Personalized experience and service 
through simple steps for Your 
customers

Customizable
options in your business

   Apply modifiers.

   Mixed and classified toppings.

   Customized sizes and bread types.

   Increase orders accuracy.



Increase

Kitchen 
Operations



With our Kitchen Display integration you can increase your business productivity. Efficiency is guaranteed 
with the right tools, allowing your team to self-improve with a system developed to redefine the restaurant 
experience.

tHE PERFECT BRIDGE BETWEEN YOUR CLIENTS AND YOUR TEAM IN THE KITCHEN,

MONITOR INCOMING ORDERS WITH A CUSTOMIZABLE SETTING TO DISPLAY EVERY DETAIL 
THROUGHOUT A TOUCHSCREEN AND DURABLE HARDWARE.

Equip your kitchen team for success by 
allowing them to have a technologically 
advanced screen order display viewing so 
they can prepare high-grade meals 
effortlessly.

Aggregate all orders from AB GO and 

third-party channels on your KDS.

Printers have been part of the kitchen for a 
significant amount of time; the KDS 
enhances your operations, and it also 
allows you to integrate printers to increase 
productivity and order accuracy.

Our order color change features ease and 
enhance order speed and accuracy. They 
change according to the received time to 
ensure diners at the same table receive 
meals uniformly.

Speed Up Service with Immediate, 

On-Screen Tickets Display.

Digital ordering integration.

Improve Coursing Management 

and order accuracy with our Kitchen

Impact Printer Integration.

Improve Cook Times to Provide 
Outstanding Guest Experience 

with Meal Pacing Tools.

Increase Kitchen Operations 



This is an interactive and modern 
alternative for electronic payments from 
your customers' devices directly to your 
online restaurant, making it more 
accessible, secure, and affordable. It also 
allows you to position your business, 
making this a unique opportunity to grow 
credibility and profitability.

You take control of your restaurant with just 
a click from any device, allowing you to stay 
constantly updated and offer new options 
to customers while providing an

unforgettable experience.

THE BEST OPTION TO HAVE A 

VIRTUAL RESTAURANT

A brand new software made for
Modern Businesses



Generate consolidated reports with

custom filters and groups for your

entire business.

Easy to handle new employee entry,

information, floor planning and new

modifiers remotely via cloud.

Archive operational data for

your business for sales reporting

and analysis purposes.

REMOTE STORE SETUP

STORE REPORTING

DATA WAREHOUSING

to your business
Stay  
Connected

Any time, any place, any device.

Manage sales, view your employee's

data and reports from a remote 
location to be freely accessed.

Quickly view vour business 
information and date via charts and 
graphs.

POS data backup and information

of business recovery in case

of any disaster.

INTELLIGENT DASHBOARD

CLOUD BASED REPORTING

OFFSITE DATA BACKUP





AB Payment offers a wide variety of payment processing services, each with enhaced features, 
designed to help you increase sales, reduce costs, and improve business productivity.

CONTACTLESS / NFC

EMV

DIGITAL WALLETS (APPLE PAY,

GOOGLE PAY SAMSUNG PAY)

Wireless connectivity technology

that makes life easier and more

convenient for consumers around

the world by simplitying transactions.

Security, Streamlined Payments

EMV - which stands for Europay,

MasterCard, and Visa - Is a global

standard for credit cards that use

computer chips to authenticate and

secure chip-card transactions.

An innovative option that has much

more presence and is preferred by

customers when making electronic 
payments.

All types of transactions
at all times.



to match the exact 

layout of your restaurant.

Easily create 

custom floor plans 




efficiency and ease.
Manage your restaurant with

AB POS Restaurant Table 
Management Our POS is equipped 
with a table management system 
that makes it easy to design your 
floor plan and rearrange it.

Take orders by table, and manage 
capacity – all of which help you 
provide seamless table service.



Multiple seating areas?
No problem!

Easily create custom floor plans to match 
the exact layout of your restaurant.

Save Time with an Easy-to-Use 

Floor Plan Maker


Ensure a Smooth Guest Experience 
with Table Transfer Options

Maximize Covers with Table 
Monitoring

Give Guests the Star Treatment 
with Reservations
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